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The fifth edition of Delmar's Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) Test Preparation Manual for the

A5 BRAKES certification exam contains an abundance of content designed to help you successfully

pass your ASE exam. This manual will ensure that you not only understand the task list and

therefore the content your actual certification exam will be based upon, but also provides

descriptions of the various types of questions on a typical ASE exam, as well as presents valuable

test taking strategies enabling you to be fully prepared and confident on test day.
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I used this book as my primarily preparation to take an ASE test for the first time. I had already

taken automotive classes at an Education Cultural Complex (part of San Diego City College

District), then worked in the industry as an auto mechanic for two years. There were no exact

matches to questions in the book that actually showed up on the ASE exams. By using these

practice tests as a guide to see where I was weak worked out pretty well. When I had problems

answering questions, I would resort to my text books or other sources to beef up my knowledge. I



felt that this book worked for me using that approach to prepare for the exam. I also felt that my

knowledge as a mechanic increased. I passed the exam easily. I don't believe that this book alone

is the silver bullet to pass an ASE exam. It is a great tool to use in order to see where your

knowledge stands. I even purchased practice exams from ASE and only one exact question showed

up on the test. There are some quality control issues such as questions that don't have the correct

illustration. There is one or two like that per book.

This Delmar ASE A5 Brakes Test Preparation book helped me pass the ASE exam with room to

spare. This should be used as a supplement to pass the exam not as your primary brakes textbook.

The book has solid review material that is identical to the required knowledge outlines on the ASE

website. There is fantastic information about ASE test question structure and how to go about giving

yourself the best chance at answering each type of question you will encounter on test day. I don't

quite want to say trick questions but they are tricky and thanks to this book I was calm and prepared

for each type of question and knew how to go about attacking it most effectively. There are also 6

practice exams that have the same layout and question types as the real ASE exam as well as

having an effective way to link back to which section a particular question was derived from. In other

words if the ASE outline says 8 questions will be about disc brakes and 6 will be about drum brakes

the same will be true on each of these practice exams. Since the answer key points you back to

which section the information came from what I did was over about a 2 week period took all 6

practice exams and then totaled up all of my missed questions to see which sections of the outline I

missed the most questions from. So I was able to clearly see almost 50% of my missed questions

were relating to drum brakes so I knew my most effective thing to study would be drum brakes. I

found the practice exams in this book to be a little harder than the real exam. I never scored better

than 70% on these practice exams, I scored 84% on the real exam. Ive just started working with the

Delmar Electrical ASE book and it seems just as effective. Great product and well worth the price.

I'm an automotive tech student and wanted something else besides my school book on brakes to

study with for the my ASE brake test. This book covered some of the basic stuff out there and the

way it worded each question was right on with the ASE test. There was even some question that

were right out of the study guide! Lots of practice question that really help you get ready.There is no

way you could just study this book and pass. But for those of you that are in tech school and/or

have some prior knowledge on the whole automotive brake system this book will help on

troubleshooting questions that are not asked or talked about on some books.Oh, and I passed my



ASE test on brakes. Yahoooo...

The practice tests are not real close to the real thing, but I didn't read the first section that actually

has the info in it either. I just went through all the tests and reviewed what I missed or questioned

myself on. I think it's worth the money though as you get 6 practice tests vs. 1 that you get from

ASE for $15. It definitely helped me pass the real thing.

I like the Delmar ASE test prep series books because of so many test prep questions in the book.

Less theory and more test questions.I need to get in to the rhythm of the ASE tests and these help

every time. I am A1-A9, L1,L2,X1 certified. So yes, they helped me pass all of the tests. Thank you

Delmar.

Great information and 6 tests and explanations to go along with and study. I would with something

else that has more of the modern electronic brake system/wiring diagrams study questions.

Something a bit more updated, but I still learned a lot from this book.

The ASE test has been updated with newer information than what the book offers. Still a good book

for those of use that NEVER worked on drum brakes. The book was helpful because rear drum

brakes ARE still on the test. In 17 years i haven't had to work on a car with drum brakes. Use this

book and supplement your study with more info on traction control systems and wheel speed sensor

patterns

Must have, great for reference.
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